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| ONGOING EVALUATION |
Ongoing Evaluation Entry 01
Term 4 week 4 2016

At the moment I haven’t done as much as I would’ve wanted to be, I’m about halfway through my 100
ideas grid, I have some logo stuff done, I’ve done 1 inspiration and statement of intent. In the next 4
weeks I want to have at least set up my whole folio so that I have everything set up so I just have to fill
everything in and not have to worry about the setup of the questions. I’m going to focus on doing the
lengthy stuff like the theory and try get all the inspirations and and all the hardware stuff.

Ongoing Evaluation Entry 02
Term 4 Week 8 2016

At this point I’ve selected all my inspirations and completed almost all the hardware and software analysis. The main challenges i’ve had to face has been procrastination. I want to have almost all of the folio
done so that I can focus solely on the film making. I will be eliminating all distractions from my workspace so that I can work efficiently to get all the right content I need to complete the folio.

Ongoing Evaluation Entry 03
Term 1 week 04

Through the holidays i began starting to film the major project as i received the gimbal that i had ordered. This then allowed all my shots to look super smooth and shake free. As of now i have about 60%
of my filming done. The next process in terms of filming is to further refine the story and just continue
to collect footage of skating and try to improve transitions from scene to scene. I feel as though i have
gotten a lot of filming done but really need to make sure I document all my progress of filming, editing,
visual effects and etc.

Ongoing Evaluation Entry 04
Term 1 week 8

For this next upcoming submission I’ve focused more on my folio as that is one of my clear weak points
in my overall major project. My main focus will be to improve the record of production as when I edit or
film I always forget to take photos and screenshots of my process as I get in a tunnel vision state and
am super focuses on editing and getting it done. For the next few weeks i want to try and improve the
frequency in taking screenshots and documenting my production.

Ongoing Evaluation Entry 05
Term 2 week 4

At this stage in the production I’ve refined my story and am planning on reshooting some scenes and
re editing my film partly due to losing some of the previous footage and losing the previous project file.
Therefore I am now able to better refine the whole film and story by writing a new script, filming new
scenes, adding new transitions and better the areas i lacked in the first edit.

Ongoing Evaluation Entry 06
Term 2 week 8

I’ve begun reshooting a lot of the scenes for my new film, have only just started indesign and looking at
my folio again. I’ve found a song i really like and will am beginning to piece my film together. This time
i’ve finalised the script so i’m able to edit the film to the script to even further draw more sense into the
whole story and have visuals support the voice over. It’s going to be a stressful next 2 weeks trying to get
everything finished.
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Through the research stage it was fairly clear I was wanting to create a cinematic skateboarding film as all the inspirations were in some way skateboarding related apart from
one. I feel as though from all the technology, software, materials and processes i had
chosen to research helped shape and develop my final complete product. The research
was an early and important stage as it further shaped lead my mind to an idea which was
further developed within the development stage.
The planning and management stages in the production helpped me out massively. It allowed me to stay organised and on top of things while also giving me an overview on what
i’d done and what still had to be done. I wish i had of stayed more to my timeline plan
as i had become lazy through some parts of the year which caused me to have to rush
through parts of my Project in the last minute. The finace plan also allowed me to budget
and allow me to see how much can actually go into a project such as this. I feel with this
knowleadge that the finance plan has given me it will further allow me to be prepared for
a production in the film industry.
After all the planning and management, the prototyping and testing that i conducted
played a hugh part in being able to refine my work and get it to the standard that i’m
overall very happy with. Without any of the prototyping i feel i would have a very rough
final film that is confusing and not folowing.
The sketching and idea generation process allowed me to se my project in a visual sense.
This helpped out a lot in terms of planning and seeing how the final product will come together. The sketching allowed for me to be able to further support my visual ideas for the
scenes in my film as well as when i went into the production stage i knew exactly what i
wanted to shoot and how i was going to shoot it. This made the production of my product
very efficent and productive that resulted in me coming back with lots more usable shots.
To conclude, i feel my statement of intent definetly reflects my final finished major project. In my statement of intent outlined the intention of the project was “I want to create a
documentary style of film that shows the lengths skateboarders take just for skateboarding whether it’s traveling long distances or pushing their physical limits just to land a
trick”. I feel as though my poject has done just that. I’ve created a cinematic at an industry standard showing the main aspects involved in skateboarding. Through feedback with
my target audience i definietly think the film has made people wnt to try and give skateboarding a go as the film shows skateboarding in a positive light and making it seen and
understood by everyone who may lack understanding.
I’m very happy and proud of what i have managed to achieve in a 3 term period as this is
the biggest project i’ve ever made, it has challenged all my skills and helped me gain new
skills that i will no doubt use in the future.
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